1 Introduction and Background
Lake Whatcom is located within and directly southeast of the city of Bellingham in Whatcom
County, Washington (Figure 1-1). Lake Whatcom is a valuable resource for the citizens of
Whatcom County. The lake itself is used for recreational purposes as well as providing a water
supply for Bellingham and the surrounding area. The northwestern corner of the lake lies within
Bellingham’s city limits and urban growth area (UGA). This Comprehensive Stormwater Plan
covers the portion of the watershed within unincorporated Whatcom County.

1.1 Goals and Objectives of this Lake Whatcom
Comprehensive Stormwater Plan
This document serves as a comprehensive stormwater plan for the unincorporated urban,
urbanizing, and rural portions of the Lake Whatcom Watershed. This plan addresses the existing
conditions and anticipated growth under the adopted comprehensive land use plan. This plan
provides guidance to County planners and community members to mitigate the impacts of
previous and current activities such as development while at the same time planning for future
growth in the area. This document is a stormwater plan and therefore addresses stormwater
management within the unincorporated portions of the watershed.

1.1.1 Previously Defined Goals for Lake Whatcom
Previously defined goals for Lake Whatcom include those set by Whatcom County and those set
jointly with the City of Bellingham and the Lake Whatcom Water and Sewer District (formerly
Water District 10) as part of the Lake Whatcom Management Program.
The general goals of the Lake Whatcom Management Program, jointly adopted in 1992 by the
City of Bellingham, Whatcom County, and Lake Whatcom Water and Sewer District, are to
accomplish the following:
• Manage water quality and quantity for long-term uses, with first priority being domestic
water supply
• Prioritize protection before treatment of Lake Whatcom water
• Ensure opportunities for public comment and participation in lake management
• Promote research and learning
The 1992 Joint Resolution contained 21 specific goals with jointly adopted management policies
and policies for each individual jurisdiction area, from the County Comprehensive Plan, the City
Comprehensive Plan, and the Lake Whatcom Water and Sewer District Comprehensive Plan.
Goal 11 addresses stormwater quality and quantity. The 21 goals are:
•
•

•

Goal 1, Public Education and Involvement.
Goal 2, Watershed Ownership, involved the County in pursuing acquisition of properties to
be designated as open spaces and conservation easements, via the Conservation Futures
Levy, Whatcom County Land Trust, development rights transfers, tax incentives, and other
applicable methods.
Goal 3, Information and Data Management.
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•

Goal 4, Forest Practices, was to promote forest preservation via zoning, development
incentives, and management of forest practices that minimize water quality impacts.

•

Goals 5 and 6, Hazardous Materials Management.

•

Goal 7, Nutrient Loading and Other Potential Threats, stated that the County must identify
sources of nutrient loading and other pollutants and implement measures to minimize their
impacts on lake water. The Whatcom County Comprehensive Plan and City of Bellingham
Comprehensive Plan targeted actions to minimize erosion, sedimentation, and sewer
overflows, and to prioritize protection over water treatment.

•

Goal 8, Recreation Management.

•

Goal 9, Solid Waste Management.

•

Goal 10, Spill Response Program.

•

Goal 11, Stormwater, targeted preventing water quality degradation due to stormwater
through the following methods:
−

Emphasize source control and treatment, best management practices (BMPs), erosion
controls, control of off-site impacts, and maintenance and operations (M&O).

−

Limit density and control location of development.

−

Incorporate stormwater management for existing developments in phases, including
discharge treatment.

−

Use low-impact options for new and existing developments, specifically vegetation
management, education of residents and developers, and incentives for minimizing
impacts.

−

Require maintenance of stormwater facilities (by private owners and homeowners
associations).

•

Goal 12, Transportation.

•

Goal 13, Urbanization and Development, to prevent water quality degradation associated
with development within the watershed by reviewing and amending zoning, development
standards, and development limits. Minimal lot clearing and clustered development were
identified.

•

Goals 14, 15, and 16, Wastewater Systems (Sewer and Onsite Septic Systems).

•

Goal 17, Water Supply/Quantity Management, promoted conservation of water by domestic,
industrial, and commercial users.

•

Goal 18, (Nooksack River) Diversion Operation, targeted managing and/or reducing the
Nooksack River diversion to minimize impacts on area fisheries and the Nooksack Basin.

•

Goal 19, Recharge, in which beneficial water recharges in the watershed were to be identified
and promoted.
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•

Goal 20, (Water) Distribution/Availability within the County.

•

Goal 21, Fish and Wildlife protection.

Additional goals and policies are in the Whatcom County Comprehensive Plan. The
comprehensive plan established policies that emphasized review and inspection of development
projects and activities, optimization of existing and future stormwater structures through
maintenance and design, and a system for response to water quality problems. Impervious
surfaces were to be limited through amendments to land use regulations and education of
developers and residents on low-impact alternatives.
These previously defined goals emphasize the importance of source controls and good land use
practices. This same emphasis was used in the development of alternatives and recommendations
within this comprehensive stormwater plan. The recommendations use some of the same tools
and means to manage stormwater throughout the watershed.

1.1.2 Goals and Objectives of this Comprehensive Stormwater Plan
The goal of this plan is to guide Whatcom County through surface water management decisions
that will help restore and protect Lake Whatcom.
The objectives of this stormwater plan are shown in Table 1-1. These objectives relate directly to
the goal of this plan. Table 1-1 also lists actions corresponding to each objective.
TABLE 1-1. OBJECTIVES AND ACTIONS
Objective

Action
PHOSPHORUS INPUTS

Inform stakeholders on phosphorus behavior, fate and
transport, and relative importance of sources.

Review of scientific literature and background
information on phosphorus sources, fate, and transport
List of additional actions needed to quantify relative
importance of individual phosphorus sources

Pinpoint specific, individual phosphorus sources in the
watershed.

Phosphorus source inventory (based on available
information)

Identify methods to reduce or eliminate phosphorus
sources.

List of alternative solutions to reduce or eliminate
phosphorus sources

Recommend a suite of most appropriate solutions to
reduce or eliminate phosphorus inputs.

List of recommended solutions to reduce or eliminate
phosphorus inputs

OTHER WATER QUALITY ISSUES
Inform stakeholders on the sources and effects of
erosion and other causes (e.g., urban pollutants) of
Lake Whatcom water quality decline.

Comprehensive discussion on the sources and effects
of erosion and other pollutants found in the Lake
Whatcom watershed
Review of existing water quality monitoring data

Identify priority sub-basins according to influence on
water quality decline.

Description of how each sub-basin influences water
quality

Identify appropriate solutions to reduce or eliminate
sources.

List of solutions that address general water quality as
well as phosphorus

Incorporate solutions into the recommendations for
reducing and eliminating phosphorus inputs (see
above).

List of recommended solutions to stop water quality
decline
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TABLE 1-1. OBJECTIVES AND ACTIONS
Objective

Action
WATER QUANTITY ISSUES (HYDROLOGY)

Identify localized and widespread drainage issues in
the watershed.

List of prioritized drainage problems

Identify opportunities to reduce stormwater runoff in
developed and developing areas.

List of alternative solutions

Recommend a suite of appropriate solutions to reduce
or eliminate priority drainage and flooding problems.

List of recommended solutions

FISH HABITAT ISSUES IN RELATION TO STORMWATER
Inform stakeholders on the status of fish habitat in the
Lake Whatcom watershed

Review of existing monitoring data and information on
fish habitat locations, extent, quality, and causes of
degradation

Educate Whatcom County residents on the
relationship between stormwater and habitat
degradation

Description of links between stormwater and habitat
degradation

Incorporate priority fish habitat into the appropriate
recommended solutions for phosphorus, water quality,
and water quantity problems.

List of recommended solutions that encompasses
priority fish habitat restoration and preservation

DEVELOPMENT AND COMMUNITY PLANNING IN RELATION TO STORMWATER
Identify gaps between current County programs and
corresponding regulatory requirements.

An inventory of watershed-wide problems and specific
gaps between current programs and regulatory
requirements

Recommend a suite of programmatic solutions to
minimize new impervious surfaces and impacts of
future development.

Suite of programmatic solutions to minimize new
impervious surfaces and impacts of future development

Recommend a prioritized list of actions for public
involvement and education.

List of recommended actions for public involvement and
education
FUNDING

Estimate costs for the above recommended capital
and programmatic solutions.

Inventory of projected costs for the recommended
solutions

Identify potential funding sources.

Inventory and discussion of potential funding sources

Recommend the most appropriate funding source.

Recommendation of the most appropriate funding
source

1.1.3 Limitations on and Scope of this Plan
The analysis and recommendations in this plan relied on the existing water quality and other
watershed information developed to date. The data and information gathered has yet to pinpoint
the sources of most phosphorus and erosion and have not fully characterized the path of Lake
Whatcom stormwater and its pollutants through the watershed. This plan uses the best available
information and professional judgment to recommend strategies for near-term Lake Whatcom
stormwater management and should be used as a tool while more information is collected.
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Ongoing and future tributary monitoring and water quality modeling (developed by Portland
State University and Utah State University) are expected to provide guidance to the County on
where to target stormwater programs and capital projects. The Washington State Department of
Ecology (Ecology) is producing a total maximum daily load (TMDL) and detailed
implementation plan for Lake Whatcom. The implementation plan is expected to include action
items aimed at reducing phosphorus loading to Lake Whatcom that can be used in addition to
what is recommended in this plan. Management strategies should continue to adapt as more
information, water quality data, and modeling become available in the future.
Many goals for Lake Whatcom are outside the scope of this plan. Fish habitat restoration,
beneficial water recharge, and watershed ownership are examples of goals essential for Lake
Whatcom protection and management that a comprehensive stormwater plan is not intended to
fully address. Forest practices are also not directly addressed in this plan.

1.2 Previous and Ongoing Work within the Lake Whatcom
Watershed
1.2.1 Planning Efforts
The 1992 Lake Whatcom Management Policies (joint resolution), described earlier in this
chapter, were followed by the 1993 Strategy to Implement the (1992) Goals and Policies, which
targeted 8 of the 21 goals from the 1992 joint resolution for strategic implementation. The
Whatcom County Comprehensive Plan and City of Bellingham Comprehensive Plan include
goals and actions for stormwater management, as identified in the 1992 joint resolution.
The 1998 Interlocal Agreement between City of Bellingham, Whatcom County, and Water
District 10 (now Lake Whatcom Water and Sewer District) Concerning Joint Management of
Lake Whatcom, formalized the multi-jurisdictional management program and established the first
funding for watershed management.
Bellingham City Council, Whatcom County Council, and the Lake Whatcom Water and Sewer
District Board of Commissioners take part in Joint Council/Commission Meetings held twice
each year as part of the Lake Whatcom Management Program. Work plans were completed for
1999, 2000-2004, 2005-2009, and 2006-2009 (update of the 2005-2009 plan). Summaries of the
accomplishments for each time period were also developed.
Planning groups include the Interjurisdictional Coordinating Team (ICT) and the Lake Whatcom
Management Committee. Each of these groups produces summaries of recommendations and
accomplishments.
The Stormwater Management Program: Program Overview and Regulatory Compliance
Analysis, developed by Economic and Engineering Services Inc. (December 1997) summarizes
limitations in the County’s water quality response system and illicit connections and drainage
problems identification system.
Economic and Engineering Services, Inc., was hired by Whatcom County in 1998 to complete a
stormwater plan for the watershed, referred to as the Phase 1 Stormwater Management Report.
Geneva Environmental Services provided public education and involvement and reviewed road
and roadside drainage maintenance practices, and also wrote the Lake Whatcom Phase I Storm
Water Project Report (2002), which summarized the Phase I stormwater efforts.
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The Lake Whatcom Watershed is included in the Water Resource Inventory Area (WRIA) 1
Watershed Management Project, which includes Whatcom County, the City of Bellingham, local
tribes, and other stakeholders throughout the WRIA.

1.2.2 Education, Public Involvement, and Other Ongoing Programmatic Efforts
Several public education programs are currently implemented or planned in the Lake Whatcom
Management Program (2006 Work Plan Accomplishments, November 2006):
•

Lake-Friendly Gardening Program: kit to be expanded to include a stormwater brochure and
low-impact development information; demonstration garden constructed at Bloedel-Donovan
Park

•

Web sites: Whatcom County’s web pages contain updated information on transportation and
impacts of vehicles on water quality

•

Informational signs: Bloedel-Donovan boat launch

•

Education on pet waste management

•

Training: watershed-friendly certification curriculum for a landscape certification program
for landscapers, realtors, and retailers

•

Elementary school “Sharing Our Watershed” 5th grade program

Chapter 7 of this stormwater plan makes specific recommendations for expanding and targeting
certain programs that will reduce phosphorus loading (P-loading), water-quality, and waterquantity problems in the watershed.

1.2.3 Monitoring, Modeling, and Other Ongoing Studies
There are numerous past and ongoing Lake Whatcom monitoring efforts with a variety of
objectives for characterizing the watershed. Since 1962, Western Washington University (WWU)
has conducted an ongoing lake water quality monitoring program. In more recent years, tributary
and hydrologic monitoring conducted by WWU and others has increased. The City of
Bellingham has provided the funding to WWU to support monitoring as part of the Lake
Whatcom Monitoring Project. The City receives annual reports on the results. These summaries
are available to the public and can be accessed online.
Dry-weather outfall monitoring in the City of Bellingham is ongoing as part of the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Phase II stormwater Permit. Whatcom County
will initiate a dry weather monitoring project and a pilot project in 2008 in response to NPDES
Phase II permit requirements.
The Lake Whatcom Landscape Plan, completed by the Washington State Department of Natural
Resources (DNR), assessed existing conditions and impacts from planned activities in DNR land
in the watershed. The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) has produced
reports on impacts to fish and wildlife.
Utah State University (USU) and Portland State University (PSU) are each creating separate, but
coordinated, models as part of TMDL development. Preliminary results of the model were
presented to the County and the public in early 2007. One of the objectives of the models is to
predict specific effects of the estimated phosphorus loading on dissolved oxygen (DO) in the
lake. Final model results are expected from USU in late 2007 or early 2008.
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On February 28, 2007, a Lake Whatcom Joint Councils and Commissioners meeting hosted a
panel of stormwater management experts to discuss strategies for stormwater retrofits, BMPs,
monitoring, and the relative benefits and potential limitations of management actions. The panel
was held for the benefit of County, City, and Water and Sewer District staff currently in the
process of developing priorities and making stormwater management decisions.
Ecology, in association with PSU, is currently completing a TMDL study for DO, as well as
studies for total phosphorus (TP). A groundwater nutrient-loading study was completed as part of
this effort. Ongoing monitoring tasks also include the development of a link between land use
and BMPs and nutrient loading by Lake Whatcom drainage sub-basin; water quality monitoring
in major Lake Whatcom tributaries to assess movement of phosphorus; and ongoing lake water
quality monitoring by the City of Bellingham for water supply management.

1.2.4 Ongoing or Completed Capital Improvement Projects
The 2005-2009 interjurisdictional work plan prioritized stormwater tasks such as culvert
replacements and lists of potential BMPs for Sudden Valley, potential stormwater retrofits, and
priority drainages based on upcoming pollutant loading data and modeling.
Whatcom County’s Geneva Stormwater Improvements, initiated in 2006, include the following:
•

Road resurfacing and stormwater treatment improvements, including biofiltration swales on
Cable Street

•

Underground stormwater filter vaults, biofiltration swales, and stormwater conveyance
rerouting throughout the Geneva neighborhood

•

A traffic study to assess the benefit of shifting high traffic (and thus high water quality
impacts) from Lake Whatcom Boulevard to Lake Louise Road

The Cable Street Reconstruction Project, which was completed in 2007, consisted of road
resurfacing and reconfiguration of the existing drainage system to maximize infiltration and
treatment using biofiltration swales and end-of-pipe treatment facilities

1.3 Factors Driving Plan Development
The Lake Whatcom watershed is different than it was during pre-developed conditions. Not only
have more land-clearing and development activities been conducted, but the demands on the lake
have increased. More people are using Lake Whatcom as a drinking water supply source, more
people are living in and driving through the watershed, and more people are using the lake for
recreational purposes.
Four primary factors are driving the preparation of this Comprehensive Stormwater Plan for Lake
Whatcom:
•

Phosphorus inputs to Lake Whatcom

•

Water quality degradation (besides phosphorus)

•

Altered hydrologic flow regime (water quantity)

•

Aquatic habitat degradation
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Phosphorus inputs to Lake Whatcom and altered hydrologic flow regime are the most pressing
driving factors. Regulatory requirements also drive plan development. Whatcom County is an
NPDES Phase II Permit holder. Permit requirements are in effect for portions of Whatcom
County defined as “urban” by the U.S. Census Bureau, based on the 2000 Census. Areas affected
within the watershed include the areas within the Bellingham UGA and the Sudden Valley and
Geneva Census-Designed Places (CDP).

1.3.1 Phosphorus Inputs to Lake Whatcom
Because the lake is used for recreation and drinking water, it is critical that potential pollution
issues be considered in the context of preserving the quality of this drinking water supply.
Phosphorous is a key issue because it is the limiting factor in lake eutrophication and associated
water quality problems: high algae and organic matter concentrations, and taste/odor/toxicity
problems from algae-produced chemicals. Phosphorous delivered by stormwater can accelerate
this eutrophication. At best, these water quality problems increase treatment costs. The potential
threats to maintaining the lake as a high-quality source of drinking water and to preventing large
increases in costs for treatment and additional infrastructure are increasing.
The behavior and effects of phosphorus are very complex, and a description of its sources is
helpful. A combination of human activity and natural processes makes up the total amount of
phosphorus loaded to a water body. Sometimes, human activity can elevate a natural source such
as stream bank erosion. For example, stream bank erosion and slope failures occur naturally but
increase in frequency and scale when pavements and other impervious areas from developments
intensify stream flows. A purely anthropogenic source of phosphorus is fertilizer picked up by
rainwater flowing down a street gutter and into a pipe that discharges to the lake. Figure 1-2
shows all of the identified sources of phosphorus in the Lake Whatcom Watershed.

1.3.2 Water Quality Degradation
Suspended sediment is a water quality problem due to its reduction of water clarity and its ability
to provide adsorption and absorption sites for phosphorus and other contaminants. Sediments
also carry metals and other potentially toxic chemicals such as pesticides.
Bacteria and protozoa contamination are another water quality problem with an immediate public
health aspect. Coliform bacteria, including E. coli, are indicators of potential contamination by
other disease-causing organisms. These bacteria and protozoa can reach stormwater, creeks, and
eventually Lake Whatcom via livestock, pet, and wildlife droppings, failing septic systems, and
sewer system overflows during intense storms.
Other pollutants in stormwater are pesticides, heavy metals, total organic carbon (which can form
harmful chemicals during water treatment), and petroleum hydrocarbons such as oil and gas from
vehicles. Increased temperatures also degrade water quality and are often harmful to fish and
other aquatic life in these ecosystems.
Monitoring and discussions have focused on metals, bacteria and protozoa, solids, and
phosphorus, as they are of the most immediate concern to water quality in Lake Whatcom. It is
important to also recognize the importance of minimizing contamination by pesticides and other
chemicals.

1.3.3 Altered Hydrology (Water Quality)
The increase in impervious areas (e.g., pavement and rooftops) from development causes
rainwater to rush quickly over the land’s surface during a storm, whereas on undeveloped land
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rainwater would mostly infiltrate into the ground. Streets and stormwater pipes are in effect
additional creeks, but they carry polluted rainwater quickly through straight channels directly into
the natural creeks or the lake itself. This increases the total flow volume and velocity in creeks.
The altered hydrology also means that dry-season flows are lower and sometimes absent because
the available water has already rushed through the system instead of infiltrating slowly into the
ground and through the creeks.
These effects are reflected in a “flashy” hydrologic cycle, which shows extreme peaks in water
level and velocity over time immediately after the onset of a storm event. These peaks return to
baseline levels quickly after the storm ends. Elevated erosion and pollutant loading to Lake
Whatcom occur during these “flashes.”
Clearing the land of trees, shrubs, and grasses reduces the land’s ability to slow and absorb
rainwater hitting the ground. Trees and shrubs naturally take up some of this water through the
ground for their own growth, hold the soil firm with their roots, which helps prevent erosion, and
slow raindrops with their leaves and branches.

1.3.4 Aquatic Habitat Degradation
Many of the threats described above influence fish habitat in the Lake Whatcom Watershed.
Kokanee salmon and cutthroat trout are highly valued fish species in Lake Whatcom and its
creeks, but other fish species such as rainbow trout and small-mouth bass are also affected. As
these fish are important to the lake ecosystem and thus its water quality, as well as to the lake’s
value to fishermen, protection of aquatic habitat is a justifiable priority for stormwater
management.
Based on field visits by consultant staff as part of stormwater plan development, creek systems in
the Lake Whatcom watershed are affected by both sedimentation and channel erosion. Sediment
is being deposited on gravel stream beds from the elevated erosion described above, which
interferes with fish spawning. High peak flows erode stream banks and alter the channels that
provide the habitat complexity the fish require. The low dry-season flows described above mean
less water (and sometimes no water) available for fish.
Although wetlands are not an extensive or common feature of the mostly mountainous Lake
Whatcom landscape, reducing the existing wetlands, wet areas, and riparian corridors affects
birds and amphibians.
Culverts commonly restrict or prevent fish from passing through on their way to upstream
spawning habitat. The Whatcom County Fish Barrier Passage Inventory (2006) identified several
culvert barriers located in Lake Whatcom streams that in the past have supported kokanee salmon
and cutthroat. A coordinated culvert replacement program would expand access to aquatic
habitat.

1.4 Key Issues
Identifying the sources and pathways of water quality degradation is challenging. Historical
monitoring has not measured the total mass of phosphorus or other constituents that reached Lake
Whatcom during wet-weather events, when much of the phosphorus was entering the lake.
Quantifying how quickly and in what amounts phosphorus circulates between the three basins of
the lake is also difficult. While the monitoring has identified the problems, and through existing
information and experience we know the various sources of phosphorus and other pollutants, at
this time it is not possible to quantify the relative significance of any one source over another.
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SUMMARY
Exposed soil at construction
sites washes onto sidewalks
and streets and into
stormwater drains, carrying
phosphorus with it. H

Septic system drainfields have
high concentrations of
phosphorus and other
pollutants that can be
transported by groundwater to
Lake Whatcom if not
functioning correctly. H-M

Pasture animal waste contains
high phosphorus concentrations.
These animals can also loosen and
release phosphorus-containing soil
to the lake, especially when
allowed access to a creek or
drainage ditch. M

Erosion of stream channel
material due to high flows during
storms contributes phosphorus
to Lake Whatcom. H

Atmospheric deposition of
phosphorus carried on car
exhaust particulates, other
urban air pollution, and dust
and windblown soil
contribute phosphorus to
Lake Whatcom. L

Erosion contributes soil-laden
phosphorus through natural landslides
and downslope movement of soil and
rock material and human activities like
off-road vehicle use, timber harvesting,
and forestry road use. H

Phosphorus in car oil,
soaps, fertilizers, and yard
debris like grass clippings
and bark mulch washes into
creeks, stormwater drains,
and Lake Whatcom. H

Phosphorus enters the lake through
many natural and human-induced
sources. The phosphorus is either
attached to soil particles or dissolved in
water. In its dissolved form, it is an
essential nutrient for lake plants, algae,
and microorganisms. Natural sources
of phosphorus include groundwater
seepage from undisturbed soils, natural
stream bank erosion, wildlife droppings,
and lake sediments. Human activities,
including unmanaged land clearing,
landscaping, and motor vehicle use,
also produce phosphorus.
water surface
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Algae
Biomass
↓O2, lake
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summer/early
fall
dead algae
settle to
lake bottom

Boating contributes
phosphorus to Lake
Whatcom in the forms
of fuel and oil, human
litter, and lake-shore
erosion from boat
wakes. L

Roads and driveways are
impervious surfaces that are
sources of phosphorus because
of vehicles and other uses. H
H, M, L Relative contribution of source

Roadside ditches convey
stormwater at high velocities,
causing erosion of phosphoruscontaining soil. H

Groundwater seeping
continuously into Lake Whatcom
picks up naturally occurring
phosphorus from rocks and soil,
as well as fertilizers that have
leached down through the
ground. L

Pet wastes, if not removed,
contain phosphorus that washes
into stormwater drains and into
Lake Whatcom. Droppings from
ducks, geese, and other wildlife on
and near the lake also contribute
phosphorus to Lake Whatcom. M

Phosphorus in solid and
dissolved forms disperses
and circulates throughout
the three lake basins with
gravity, winds, and currents.

Once in Lake Whatcom,
phosphorus cycles back and
forth between a dissolved
form available for algae and a
solid form associated with
sediments.

↑O2,
suspended
sediment

phosphorus
attached to
sediment
particles settle
to lake bottom

The form of phosphorus (solid or
dissolved) in the lake depends on pH
and the concentrations of metals, soil
particles, and dissolved oxygen. When
these factors combine to make
phosphorus soluble in the lake, algae
quickly take advantage of this
abundant nutrient and multiply. An
elevated rate of phosphorus input
causes unnatural build-ups over time
within Lake Whatcom, triggering
recurring algae blooms and water
quality problems.
Created for Whatcom County Public Works,
by CH2M HILL, May 2007.

Figure 1-2
Lake Whatcom Phosphorus Sources
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However, management decisions and Lake Whatcom water quality cannot wait for complete
problem quantification. Taking action based on existing information and knowledge using
solutions of current technology is imperative for long-term watershed protection. Waiting would
delay potential benefits.
Even if all sources of phosphorus were removed by stormwater treatment and management, Lake
Whatcom could continue to show water quality problems. Small increases in phosphorus to a
water body can have relatively large effects on primary productivity and water quality. In
addition, lakes may recover slowly following reduction of phosphorus input, and there are few
known situations where stormwater treatment of phosphorus has led to rapid lake water quality
improvement. Accumulated phosphorus can be sufficient to maintain algae productivity for some
time, even when sources of dissolved and sediment-bound phosphorus are reduced or removed.
Phosphorus is difficult to remove from stormwater once it is there. Treatment structures such as
filters and swales have a greater effectiveness at removing solids and metals than soluble
phosphorus. Reducing phosphorus at its source is often more effective, both in the short term and
long term, than attempting to remove it through stormwater treatment.
The alternatives recommended by this plan emphasize pollutant-source and flow controls that are
designed to prevent pollutants from reaching the creeks and outfalls. The most effective way to
reduce pollutant loading is to reduce the flows and their corresponding erosive and pollutantcarrying capacities. Stormwater flows and sources of phosphorus are the key targets for Lake
Whatcom stormwater management.
Because multiple sources contribute to the problems, multiple solutions targeting different
sources and different aspects of sources would be the most effective actions. Watershed-wide
programs have the advantage of overlapping benefits and thus addressing several pollution
sources at once. In instances where a source can be pinpointed and it is feasible and cost-effective
to build a structure, a capital project is appropriate. A management plan that uses only capital or
only programmatic solutions would not be as successful as one incorporating both into a strategy.
Some of these solutions are already required by the municipal stormwater permits and state and
federal regulations. However, in Lake Whatcom, it is important for additional investment in
water quality protection measures.
The challenge for Lake Whatcom managers is to protect and restore Lake Whatcom water
resources while minimizing the financial burden on the communities, even as the watershed
continues to develop. Mitigation of the impacts of previous development and other activities will
have a cost. New funding sources will be needed to meet public expectations and to incorporate a
long-term strategy for adequate protection of Lake Whatcom as a drinking water supply and
recreational resource.

1.5 Whatcom County Council Involvement in Plan Development
Several check-in sessions with the Whatcom County Council occurred during plan development.
These discussions informed Council members on the plan’s scope and status and contributed to
the development of capital, programmatic, and funding recommendations.
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1.6 Public Involvement in Lake Whatcom Comprehensive
Stormwater Plan Development
Citizens from Lake Whatcom communities were involved in plan development in order to most
accurately assess watershed conditions and problems, and local needs and expectations. Public
workshops allowed direct involvement and communication with the local communities; three
public workshops were held during the course of plan development.
Public Workshop 1 began with a discussion with local citizens of goals and expectations for the
plan. Citizen groups then identified specific water quality, water quantity, and habitat problems
in each sub-basin on maps, which were used to guide further investigations and develop priorities
and recommended alternatives in the plan.
Public Workshop 2 provided information to citizens on the plan’s status and research into the
driving factors behind water quality degradation, including information developed on phosphorus
inputs and a summary of identified problems.
Public Workshop 3 was conducted in order to present the Draft Final Comprehensive Stormwater
Plan for Lake Whatcom to the public for review and comment.

1.7 Elements of this Comprehensive Stormwater Plan
This plan includes the following elements:
•

Introduction and Background

•

Watershed Characteristics and Conditions

•

Regulatory Requirements

•

Stormwater Maintenance and Operations (M&O) Programs and Guidelines

•

Surface Water Problems

•

Possible Alternative Solutions

•

Recommended Solutions

•

Funding Options

•

Plan Implementation

This stormwater plan discusses issues as they relate to stormwater and stormwater management;
issues not related to stormwater, such as drinking water treatment technologies, are outside the
scope of this plan. However, many of these issues are discussed elsewhere, including in the
Whatcom County Comprehensive Plan (Whatcom County, 2005), Whatcom County
Comprehensive Water Resources Plan (Whatcom County, 2001), Lake Whatcom Management
Program documents, and others. Lake recreation (e.g., boating, swimming, and fishing) are not
discussed in detail, although watershed-wide recreation is addressed in the plan. Forest practices
are discussed in detail in the Whatcom County Comprehensive Plan (Whatcom County, 2005)
and DNR Landscape Plan (DNR, 2004), and are not discussed in detail in this stormwater plan.
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